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Abstract. Experimental observations in tokamaks operated in hybrid regime revealed that the presence of a
rotating neoclassical island substantially reduce the occurrence of sawteeth. Three mechanisms relevant to the
possibility of a rotating magnetic island driving counter currents in tokamaks are investigated, with two mechanisms driving sufficient current to prevent sawteeth. They rely on establishing a parallel electric field by the
rotating neoclassical island. First is the excitation of an electrostatic side band through diamagnetic and curvature drifts; second is excitation of the kinetic Alfvén wave through the polarization drifts. The third mechanism
is modification of energetic particle distribution function by the neoclassical island, which is found to be relatively weak.

1. Introduction
The hybrid discharge scenario is an attractive operating regime for ITER operation. It can
operate near the n=1 stability limit with good confinement and maintain near steady state.
The projected ITER performance is at or above Qfusion = 10. It is projected to be compatible
with sustained ignition in ITER. This discharge scenario has been observed in many devices,
i.e., DIII-D [1-3], JET [4], ASDEX-U [5], and JT-60U [6]. It is important to maintain the
current profile at steady state. One desirable goal could be the elimination of the sawtooth. In
experiments in DIII-D and worldwide, an intriguing correlation of the existence of a
neoclassical island with reduced activity of sawtooth has been found. The magnetic island
does not adversely affect plasma confinement, yet it is correlated with the reduction of the
sawteeth oscillation. Apparently, the rotating neoclassical island provides a mechanism for
negative current drive near the plasma center which prevents further drop of the central q0
below 1 that would ordinarily trigger sawteeth.
This conjecture is verified in a careful accounting of the current components during a hybrid
discharge with a rotating island. The predicted driven currents according to transport analysis
are compared with observed fitted current profile and shown in Fig. 1 [3]. The total amount
of negative current (in red) is ~50 (kA) and is about 5% of plasma current and localized
inside the island radius. The amount of negative current, although small, is what is needed to
make q0 ! 1. The purpose of this work is to explore the physical processes due to the rotating
magnetic island which contributed to the negative current drive.
A rotating magnetic island can be viewed as an antenna embedded in the plasma. It emits
Alfvén waves in the plasma at the rotation frequency of the island. The general theory of
Fisch and Karney [7] pointed out that for current drive, it is crucial to determine the parallel
electric field. The perpendicular electric field is readily deduced from observations and the
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MHD equations. The parallel electric field is zero in
the MHD approximation and must be determined
from kinetic theories. We followed Rosenbluth and
Rutherford [8] to derive the general relationship
between the parallel and perpendicular electric fields
in a rotating plasma. Kinetic theory determines the
parallel electric field resulting from the polarization,
magnetic and diamagnetic drifts resulting in two
different kinds of parallel electric fields.
Our results are: first, the rotating neoclassical island
can drive side band parallel electric fields through
charge separation due to magnetic curvature drift
which can drive subtantial counter current that preFIG. 1. Current density deficit
vented the occurrence of sawtooth. The driven current
(colored curve) in a hybrid DIII-D
is predominantly carried by the lower sideband. It is
discharge shot 117740. The Jtotal is
particularly large when the central q0 value is near 1
obtained from the EFIT equiliband the q profile is flat. Second, the parallel electric
rium code. The expected driven
field driven by polarization drift is usually negligible.
current is from transport code analHowever, when this charge separation results in the
ysis which predicted currents from
excitation of the kinetic Alfvén wave (KAW) [9] then
Ohmic, bootstrap and beam drive
the driven current can still be appreciable. The KAW
and shown in Johm + Jboot + Jbeam.
can be viewed as a set of normal modes that are
excited by the rotating neoclassical islands. Similar to curvature drift, this process requires a
rotating island, with central q0 value very close to 1 and the q profile being flat! Third, in
tokamaks, substantial amount of current is driven by the NBI injected energetic ions. NBI
driven current can be reduced if the energetic particle distribution function can be broadened
by the neoclassical island. We studied this process using the ORBIT code [10] to follow the
redistribution of the ions by the rotating magnetic island. We did not find any additional
resonance of the energetic particles with the magnetic perturbations. The energetic ions very
quickly come to equilibrium with the perturbed magnetic field with its density distribution
slightly broadened. This process cannot account for all the observed counter currents.
2. General Relations for Currents Driven by an MHD Wave
A rotating magnetic island can be viewed as an antenna embedded inside the plasma which
emits MHD (Alfvén) waves to the surrounding plasma. Fisch and Karney [7] have provided a
quasilinear theory for computing the current driven by waves in general. The driven current
density J is directly proportional to the dissipated power density Pd by the universal formula

J en 0 " Te
8
=
+ 2 + 1.4# 2a .
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Pd me n 0v e " Te # a

(1)

In Eq. (1), n0 is the plasma density, !a = ( " eIs )/k||"Te is the phase velocity of the wave relative
to the electron thermal speed in the frame of the electron fluid. #e is the electron-ion collision
r
frequency. The dissipated power density is given by Pd = "me n e $ #||Drf (%f %#|| ) d# . The
quasi-linear diffusion operator is given by Drf = ($e2 % E ||2 &)/ me2 "||0#k with !||0 being the
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parallel velocity of the resonant electrons and !k being the spread in wave number of the
oscillating external wave. For a Maxwellian electron distribution
&
e 2 ) e 2
n 0"e 2 E ||2
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exp($ 2 2 +
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k||3
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Quantities in Eq. (2) are readily obtained from experimental measurements, except E||. We
have to relate it to the observed MHD oscillation associated with the neoclassical island.
r
In MHD, E" is easily obtained. The perturbed magnetic field # B is related to plasma
r
r
r r r r
r
displacement " through # B = " x( " x B0 ). Here B0 is the equilibrium magnetic field. " may
be regarded as known for instance from
In
r ECE
r emissions.
r this rwork, we also assume the
r
&
electric field may be represented as E = "# $ % " # || or E || = "#$ . For a m/n island with
(poloidal, toroidal) mode number (m=n+1, n), rotating with a constant velocity $Is relative to
the plasma, (tacitly assuming m/n=3/2, easily generalized to different m/n values) we can
obtain % from the perpendicular component of the induction equation,
"=

# iIs B0 $ %
k&

.

(3)

k||, and k" are the (parallel, perpendicular) wave numbers. The fluctuating potential given in
Eq. (3) generates charge separation through the polarization, magnetic and diamagnetic drifts,
resulting in charges that reflect the mode structure of the perturbation %. The electrons and
ions will move along the field line to reduce these charge accumulation. For a given
perpendicular electric field, the parallel electric field is determined by the charge neutrality
condition. Because particle motion along the field line and the drifts across the field line
depends on the field line geometry, this charge neutrality condition has an important implicit
dependence on the field line geometry. In particular, these drifts may result in an enhanced
response to % and this gives rise to the excitation of new modes (the KAW) in the system.
Using the drift kinetic equation, we generalized Rosenbluth’s and Rutherford’s [8] derivation
of the response of the distribution function to the perturbed potential. The diamagnetic effects
and plasma rotation were included. For the ions we obtain
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average over velocity space, and
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operators on perturbed potentials. There is also a non-negligible current carried in the central
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plasma region, we note that the wave is moving at a different frequency, " eIs , relative to the
electrons. It is easy to write down the corresponding density perturbation for the electrons.
After canceling out the charges from the !* term (direct ExB motion), the charge neutrality
condition is easily written as
r* (
% $
Z " s0 Te
r
Te
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1+ " s Z " s ''1# i ** + = # ,
$ iIs.s2/ 2 + $ iD
,
s Ts
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Here, "s includes the modification to " s0 due to parallel velocity. We emphasize again that
Eq. (5) is for general spatial dependence for both # and $ and the drifts should be treated as
operators. We specialize to the limit in which the wave phase speed is much less than the
electron thermal speed. The operator operating on # in Eq. (5) is dominated by the
contribution from the ions. If we also assume that the wave speed is faster than the ion
thermal speed, the operator operating on $ is dominated by the electrons. In this (drift wave)
limit, which is expected to be the most important frequency regime, we may formally solve
for $ in terms of #
ri )
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Substitution of Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), and using Eq. (6) to express the parallel electric potential
$ in terms of the perturbation potential #, and further use Eq. (3) to express # in terms of the
plasma displacement, we can obtain an expression for the driven current density J.
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In the above formulae, the f% factors are determined by ion dynamics; the f|| factor determined
by electron dynamics. We separated the f% into two terms, since these are from different
origins. f%1 has its origin from polarization drift and is diagonal with respect to the poloidal
mode number; whereas f%2 has its origin from magnetic curvature drift and is off diagonal
with respect to the poloidal mode number. The effect of these terms can only be added after
they are squared. Although the form of f|| is the same, but the proper poloidal mode number
should be used in its evaluation together with the f% term. It is interesting to note that as a
function of !a, the variation of f|| is very simple, as shown in Fig. 2 (after ignoring first the
small "*e factor). It is seen that f|| ranges between 8 and 18, for !a varying between 0 to 3.5.
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Beyond !a = 4, this factor is essentially 0. Due to the

(

)

2

factor k"2# 2i , f"1 is very small ~10-4 making the
amount of current driven negligible. f"2 is also small,
but it scales as (#i/R)2, therefore, is larger than f"1. f"1
can only become large through mode conversion when
k" changes.
3. Current Drive Through Magnetic Curvature
Drift Induced Charge Separation
In tokamaks, |B| is non-uniform. The magnetic
FIG. 2. Variation of f|| as a
curvature drift is parallel to the axis of symmetry. For
function of !a – the phase
a magnetic island with poloidal and toroidal mode
velocity of the wave relative to
number m/n, charge separation due to magnetic
the electron thermal speed.
curvature drift has mode numbers (m + 1)/n or
r
(m - 1)/n. In the limit of circular tokamaks with $( r ) given by $(r)exp(in! - im%), the upper
and lower sidebands of the perturbed parallel potentials shown in Eq. (5) are given by
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1
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i
& r
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1
*
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s Ts
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/

[
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To further elucidate the nature of this curvaturedrift sideband coupling current drive process
and to obtain a realistic estimate of the total
amount of driven current, we evaluated Eqn (7)
through (9), using Eq. (10) for & for a large
aspect ratio circular tokamak with parameters
relevant to DIII-D. More specifically, we took
DIII-D parameters with B = 1.75 T, Te = 4 keV,
Ti = 7 keV, " iIs = 1.5x104 s, " eIs = 4.5x104 s,

ln' = 10, !A = 3x106/s, #( = 4x10-3 m, rIs =
0.3 m, f|| = 15. The q profile is assumed to be
#

given by q = q0 + (1.5 " q0 )( r rs ) q . The results
are shown in Fig. 3. The neoclassical island is
assumed to be a m/n = 3/2 island, with an
amplitude half width of 3 cm. It is seen that a
substantial amount of current can be driven by
this process. Most of the current comes from the
lower sideband. When the q0 value gets close to
1, the parallel wave vector can become small
and it becomes very efficient in driving the
current. When q0 becomes sufficiently close to 1
and the q profile is sufficiently flat, with )q ~ 3,

FIG. 3. Amount of counter current driven
by a rotating neoclassical 3/2 island
through induced charge separation due to
magnetic curvature drift plotted as a
function of the central q0 value and the
flatness of the q profile. The parameters
chosen are appropriate for DIII-D. The
driven current is mostly due to the lower
(2/2) sideband electric field.
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the driven current can be up to 50 kA (note the green curve marked 4.5 for the logarithm of
the total driven current in Amperes). It is expected that a slightly hollow q profile, with
qmin ~ 1 located slightly off axis would result in more driven counter current.
4. Current Drive Through Excitation of Kinetic Alfvén Waves
The KAW is a plasma wave excited by the Alfvén wave through mode conversion at the
Alfvén resonance. Contrary to previous works utilizing externally generated Alfvén waves by
an antenna, in this study we focus on Alfvén waves generated by the rotating magnetic island
and its rotation relative to the background plasma [11]. We kept terms up to 4th order in the
ion Larmor radius. The resultant equation can be written in the following form:
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Only terms affecting the structure of the Alfvén wave and the KAW are shown. The !4" term
is usually " 2i k#2 smaller than the 2nd order derivative term and negligible. Near the resonance
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of the Alfvén wave given by " iIs " iIs # "*i # k||2 $ 2A = 0 , the !4" term facilitates mode
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the f#1 factor in Eq. (8) is modified to
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A is an amplification factor resulting from mode
conversion. Equations (7), (8), (9), and (12), give
the expected KAW current density driven by the
m/n island after mode conversion. Integration of
the current density given in Eq. (7), then gives the
total amount of current driven by mode conversion.
We also solved Eq. (11), with the inclusion of the
diamagnetic effects and the kinetic damping terms
and with parameters appropriate for the DIII-D discharges as given in the previous section. The factor
A has been found to be very sensitive to the q
profile. Shown in Fig. 4 is the total amount of
driven current as a function of aq for q0 = 1.002.
The (dotted, solid) lines are results (with, without)

FIG. 4. Numerical computed driven
current as a function for equilibria with
q0 =1.002 and q profile parameter aq.
Solid lines do not include the kinetic
terms, dotted lines do. It is seen that
the total driven current depends sensitively on the q profile. The reason
being that the Alfvén wave and KAWs
developed a resonant cavity mode in
the region inside of the q = 3/2 surface.

7
the diamagnetic and damping terms. It is seen
that the structure of the parameter space is
basically not determined by the kinetic terms,
manifesting a set of eigenmodes in the system.
We also see that there are parameter regions with
4
substantial amount of driven current up to 10 to
5
10 A. Since the parameter range for large
amount of driven current is narrow, we expect
these current drive processes to be intermittent.
Shown in Fig. 5 is the variation of total amount
of driven current as a function of q0 and also aq.
The large current drive region in the parameter
space is clearly connected and showing the
resonant nature of the process. Within these
strong current drive regions, the plasma becomes
a resonant cavity for the system of AW-KAWs.
Even a relatively small amplitude of 2/2 component at the 3/2 surface will give rise to a
substantial driven current. We note that the
predicted amount of driven current could modify
the q profile and could be experimentally
observable [12].
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FIG. 5. Numerical computed total driven
current as a function for equilibria with q0
and q profile parameter !q. The (green,
blue, red) curves bound regions with total
driven current larger than (1, 10, 100) kA.
These regions are connected showing the
trajectory of the resonant mode.

5. The Effect on the Energetic Particle Distribution Function
The neoclassical island and its associated side band oscillations is also expected to affect the behavior of energetic
particles which could in turn also affect the current drive
process. This effect is studied using the Hamiltonian
guiding center particle code ORBIT. The magnetic geometry used is the DIII-D equilibrium with magnetic perturbation as described in the previous sections. The resultant
magnetic field line structure is shown in the Poincare plot
Fig. 6. The 3/2 island structure is clearly visible with
minimal stochasticity. The study followed the particle
trajectory of up to 2 million particles. Starting with an
initial particle distribution within the unperturbed 3/2 surface, the resultant particle density is recorded after the new
distribution has reached a “steady state”. It is found that
the energetic particles reached a new steady state after just
completing a few toroidal turns in their orbit. The deviation from the initial state is proportional to the amplitude
of the MHD perturbation. Also, this deviation is relatively
independent of the energy of the energetic particles. The
resultant density profiles of the energetic particles are
shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the assumed MHD perturbation amplitude. All these are consistent with the
assumption that the energetic particles established a new
distribution that follow the perturbed helical MHD
equilibrium. No additional anomalous scattering by the

FIG. 6. Plasma geometry and
Poincare plot of magnetic field
line structure used in the study
of effect of magnetic perturbation of the 3/2 island on
the distribution of energetic
particles. The magnetic island
is clearly visible with minimal
field line stochasticity.
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MHD perturbations need be invoked. From ECE emission and from external Mirnov probes,
we may infer that the full island size is less than 10 cm. A simple calculation based on the
total area in which the energetic ions has to be spread out gives the reduction of the energetic
ion density within the unperturbed 3/2 region to
be (Aisland/AIs = 2!r/rIs). This needs to be multiplied by a profile factor and also a fraction of
the neutral beam current drive factor. This
gives ~10%-20% of the missing current. We
conclude that although this process contributes
to the missing current, this alone is not sufficient to account for the full missing current.
6. Conclusion
The motivation of the present work is the
observation that in a number of tokamaks
operated in the hybrid regime, the presence of a
rotating neoclassical island substantially FIG. 7. Density redistribution of the enerreduces the occurrence of sawteeth. This getic particles due to the rotating central
indicates that the rotating island is driving neoclassical island. The deviation from the
counter current at the plasma center. The original distribution is proportional to the
physical processes that lead to this counter amplitude of the perturbation.
current drive in present day rotating tokamaks
is investigated. Three mechanisms that contributed to this counter current drive were investigated. Two of them have been found sufficient to drive the missing current transiently. These
processes rely on establishing a parallel electric field by the rotating neoclassical island. First
is the excitation of an electrostatic side band through diamagnetic and curvature drifts. Second is excitation of the kinetic Alfvén wave at the plasma center through the polarization
drifts. The third mechanism is modification of the energetic particle distribution function by
the neoclassical island and has been found to be relatively weak and not sufficient to account
for the total missing current. Lastly, these processes are studied in the context of MHD waves
in general. They can be utilized in ITER for the stabilization of sawtooth.
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